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Abstract 10 

One-part alkali-activated slag (AAS) binders are more promising in large-scale constructions 11 

because one-part mixing procedure is safer and easier to handle compared to normal two-part 12 

method. Thus, this study aims at investigating different properties of one-part AAS binders and 13 

control samples prepared using the two-part method. Experimental results of the former 14 

suggested the hardening time was greatly extended, but the workability showed little difference. 15 

Besides, compared to the control, one-part AAS binders had similar early compressive strength 16 

(within 7 days) and flexural strength in all tested curing stages but lower later compressive 17 

strength (from 28 days). The characterisation of the porous structures suggests that there were 18 

fewer C-A-S-H gels for one-part binders evidenced by less volume of mesopores but with 19 

larger amount of bigger pores. In addition, mineralogical and microstructural analyses imply 20 

that there was no hydrotalcite formed in the one-part AAS binders. Moreover, one-part AAS 21 

binders are more susceptible to efflorescence, presumably further affecting their surface and 22 

long-term durability. 23 

24 

Key words: One-part alkali-activated slag; Mechanical properties; Mineralogical and 25 

microstructural analysis; Pore microstructure; Efflorescence 26 

27 

1. Introduction28 

Traditional ordinary Portland cement (OPC) manufacturing is a major contributor to the29 

global carbon dioxide emissions due to massive amount of CO2 released from the calcination 30 

of limestone at 1400-1450 ℃ and corresponding intensive energy consumption involved. For 31 

instance, in 2016, the total CO2 emission caused by the manufacturing of OPC was around 1.45 32 
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Gt, which was approximately 8% of the total anthropogenic CO2 emissions [1]. Thus, many 33 

researchers are seeking for alternative binders with low-carbon footprint [2-8]. Alkali-activated 34 

slag (AAS) requires no heat curing and has a relatively higher early strength, low permeability 35 

and stronger thermal stability as well as durability compared to OPC-based binders [4, 9-13]. 36 

However, the commonly-seen traditional activation process of AAS, also considered as two-37 

part mixing, involves preparation of concentrated alkaline solutions which are quite corrosive 38 

and viscous, such as sodium (or potassium) hydroxide in particular. This is especially 39 

inconvenient and unsafe for cast-in-situ large-scale applications.  40 

One-part (also known as ‘just add water’) AAS binders are now gaining an increasing 41 

attention from both academia and industrial sectors because they provide a safer and easier-to-42 

handle approach for wider applications of AAS binders compared to traditional two-part AAS 43 

counterparts [14-17]. One-part AAS binders are prepared by simply adding water into a 44 

mixture of slag, various types of solid activators and aggregates, similar to the preparation of 45 

OPC-based binders. Apart from the advantages including safety and easy-to-handle approach, 46 

one more advantage of using one-part mixing method for AAS binders is that it could to some 47 

extent counteract the weakness of low-temperature mixing and curing such as subzero-48 

temperature concreting because low temperature could retard the hardening reactions of alkali-49 

activated materials [18, 19]. Specifically, when in contact with water, solid activators such as 50 

sodium silicate or sodium hydroxide particles would release a large amount of heat, increasing 51 

the temperature of whole mixtures. A few researches have already explored the viability of 52 

one-part mixing method and corresponding properties of one-part AAS binders [14, 17, 20, 21]. 53 

Alzaza et al. [21] investigated the effects of low-temperature curing on the hardened properties 54 

of one-part AAS and OPC-based binders. The results showed that although a lower curing 55 

temperature would result in greater reduction in the compressive strength of mortars, the one-56 

part AAS binders achieved higher compressive strength compared to OPC-based counterparts. 57 

Besides, after an extra room-temperature curing regime, the hardened properties of AAS could 58 

be improved significantly. According to another study [14], the initial mixing water 59 

temperature would influence the dissolution rate of solid activators. The experimental work 60 

conducted by Luukkonen et al. [20] highlighted the importance of silica availability in 61 

determining the fresh and hardened properties of one-part AAS binders. Despite of these 62 

research, there is still some debate regarding various properties of AAS binders such as 63 

compressive strength [22, 23], which might be due to a lack of systematic and comprehensive 64 

investigation. 65 



This study investigates the fresh and hardened properties of a type of one-part AAS binders, 66 

including setting time, fluidity, hydration heat evolution, mechanical properties accompanied 67 

with pore-related microstructures and mineralogical/microstructural characteristics. Reference 68 

binders prepared with the same mixture proportion but using the normal (two-part) mixing 69 

method were also made. The outcomes from this research are expected to enhance the technical 70 

feasibility and commercial viability of AAS binders in related industries, especially for future 71 

constructions in cold regions and countries.  72 

 73 

2. Experimental programme 74 

2.1. Raw materials 75 

    The slag used in this study was granulated blast furnace slag (hereafter referred to as GBFS), 76 

provided by Wuhan SinoCem Smartec Co., Ltd. Its specific density and Blaine fineness was 77 

2900 kg/m3 and 424 m2/kg, respectively. The d10, d50 and d90 of the GBFS used was 2.0, 12.5 78 

and 38.4 μm accordingly with its particle size distribution and morphology shown in Fig. 1(a) 79 

and (b). The chemical composition of GBFS is tabulated in Table 1. Anhydrous sodium 80 

metasilicate (Na2SiO3) fine powders were employed as the solid activator with SiO2/Na2O 81 

molar ratio at 1:1. Standard river sand was used as the fine aggregate for mortar specimens, in 82 

accordance with GB/T 14684, which was supplied by Xiamen ISO Standard Sand Co., Ltd 83 

(Xiamen, China). Distilled water was used as the mixing water and a constant water-to-binder 84 

(GBFS) ratio of 0.40 was fixed for the two different mixtures.  85 
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 87 

Fig. 1. Particle size distribution (a) and the morphology of the GBFS (b) used in this study. 88 

Table 1 89 

Chemical composition of the GBFS determined by X-ray fluorescence (wt.%).  90 

LOI is loss on ignition at 1000 ℃.  91 

 92 

2.2. Sample preparation  93 

For the normal two-part AAS binders, the alkali-activator solution was prepared by mixing 94 

the solid sodium metasilicate fine particles with distilled water first using a magnetic stirrer 95 

and cooled off in ambient environment until reaching room temperature (23 ± 2 ℃). GBFS (for 96 

pastes) or GBFS and sand (for mortars) were dry mixed for 2 min followed by adding the 97 

activator into the dry mixture with a continued mixing for 7 min prior to further procedures. 98 

For the one-part mixing, sodium metasilicate particles were directly added into the mixing bowl 99 

with pre-weighed GBFS (for pastes) and sand (for mortars), as shown in Fig. 2. Then these raw 100 

materials were dry mixed for 2 min, and the mixing water at room temperature was gradually 101 

poured with a further mixing for 7 min at low speed. After mixing, newly-mixed specimens 102 

were cast into different moulds, vibrated on a vibrating table for 30 seconds to remove air 103 

bubbles. For mortars, a part of them was used for fluidity test based on the mini-slump test. For 104 

paste slurries, they were used for setting time measurement and mineralogical as well as 105 

hydration kinetic analysis. The samples in different moulds were covered with plastic films in 106 

order to minimise moisture loss at room temperature (23 ± 2 ℃) and demoulded after one day, 107 

sealed tightly in plastic bags in an ambient environment (23 ± 2 ℃, RH = 50 ± 5%) for different 108 

ages prior to further tests. The dosage of the solid activator powder was 7% by mass of the 109 

(b)

Oxides SiO2 CaO Al2O3 Fe2O3 Na2O K2O MgO TiO2 MnO SO3 Others LOI 

Content 31.86 39.81 16.53 0.43 0.33 0.54 6.89 1.23 0.18 0.04 2.14 0.02 



GBFS and the sand-to-binder ratio was 2.0 for preparing mortar specimens. The detailed mix 110 

proportion was determined based on our pre-tests [11, 24, 25]. 111 

 112 

Fig. 2. Direct addition of sodium metasilicate particles into the dry mixture (GBFS + sand) 113 

prior to the addition of distilled water into the system. 114 

The temperature of the mortar specimen while mixing was measured every two minutes right 115 

after the addition of the distilled water or the alkaline activator solution, which is also known 116 

as wetting point (liquid comes into contact with solid materials). The corresponding value was 117 

29.6 ℃, 28.8 ℃ and 29.0 ℃ after 2, 4, 6 minutes of mixing for the one-part mortar specimens. 118 

In comparison, for the normal specimens, the corresponding value was 23.5, 25.3 and 25.5 ℃, 119 

respectively. The averaged value of the three readings was 29.1 ℃ and 24.8 ℃ for the one-part 120 

and normal AAS mortars accordingly. The detailed temperature changes over the mixing 121 

procedure are also shown in Fig. 3. Therefore, it is apparent that one-part AAS binders had a 122 

higher temperature while mixing due to the activator powder dissolution into water. The higher 123 

temperature of mixing water could increase the mixture temperature, which may lead to quicker 124 

water loss. A quicker water loss may then result in a higher concentration of alkalis with an 125 

expected rise in pH value for those sodium metasilicate fine powders that were already 126 

dissolved in the water solution [26]. A schematic presentation of the two different mixing 127 

procedures, namely one-part and normal (two-part) methods, is described in Fig. 4.  128 
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Fig. 3. Temperature changes during the mixing procedure for one-part and the normal AAS 130 

paste specimens. 131 

 132 

Fig. 4. Schematic presentation of the two mixing methods, namely one-part and normal 133 

mixing procedures (two-part) for the AAS mortar specimens. 134 

 135 

2.3. Test procedures 136 

2.3.1. Setting time, fluidity and calorimetric analysis 137 

Setting time including initial and final setting time was measured using a Vicat needle based 138 

on ASTM C191-19.  139 
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Fluidity was evaluated using mini slump test, in accordance with ASTM C1437-15. The 140 

results were expressed as the averaged values of two perpendicular measurements of the spread 141 

diameter for mortar binders.  142 

For heat evolution measurement based on calorimetric analysis, the heat flow soon after 143 

achieving the wetting point for paste slurries was captured inside an isothermal calorimeter. 144 

Specifically, around 7 g slurries for the two types of pastes were filled into a glass ampoule 145 

and securely sealed, followed by immediately placing into the isothermal calorimeter (TAM 146 

AIR). The heat profiles over the following 96 hours were carefully monitored.  147 

2.3.2. Mechanical strength and pore-related properties 148 

The compressive strength and flexural strength in three-point bending mode was measured 149 

to assess the mechanical properties of the one-part and normal AAS mortar specimens after 150 

different curing ages. Prismatic samples sizing at 40 mm × 40 mm × 160 mm and cubic ones 151 

with a dimension of 40 mm × 40 mm × 40 mm were used for flexural strength and compressive 152 

strength, respectively. The loading rate was 2.4 kN/s for compressive strength and 50 N/s for 153 

flexural strength measurement. The compressive strength was measured at the age of 1 day, 7 154 

days, 28 days, 56 days and 90 days. Since the two mixtures showed rather similar compressive 155 

strength in the first 7 days, the flexural strength was measured only after 7 days. Each test was 156 

conducted in triplicates in accordance with ASTM C109M and the final results were the 157 

average values of the three readings. 158 

     Pore-related properties, including water absorption and volume of permeable voids (VPV), 159 

were measured in accordance to ASTM C642-06 after 28 and 56 days of curing. Samples were 160 

first dried at 60 ℃ in a vacuum oven until constant masses were obtained (the two consecutive 161 

measurements between a 24-hour interval was less than 0.5%). This drying temperature is 162 

different from that suggested by ASTM C642-06, due to the potential damages caused by 163 

higher temperatures on the porous microstructures of alkali-activated binders [27], as 164 

previously used in other studies [5, 25].  165 

Besides, the total porosity and pore-size distributions of the two types of mortar mixes after 166 

56 days of curing were estimated based on nitrogen sorption test using a surface area and 167 

porosity analyser (TriStar). Small fragments of untested specimens with sizes approximately 168 

at 5 mm were used [28] and they were vacuum dried first at 60 ℃ for at least two days and then 169 

degassed at 60 ℃ for at least 7 hours, considering many fine pores inside alkali-activated slag 170 

binding systems [11, 29]. The relative pressure was 0.053-0.993 and the isotherms were 171 

obtained based on Barrett-Joyner-Halenda (BJH) models. The similar sizes of the samples 172 



selected were to ensure the sand in mortar specimens had no significant impact on the final 173 

results.  174 

2.3.3. Mineralogical and microstructural analysis 175 

    X-ray diffraction (XRD) and thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) as well as differential 176 

thermogravimetry (DTG) analysis after 56 days of curing were carried out to provide 177 

information on mineralogical characteristics of the paste specimens. Paste samples were first 178 

finely grinded into powders (passing through 75 μm sieve) and dried at 50 ℃ prior to tests. For 179 

XRD test, a scanning range of 5-70° (2θ) with 0.5s/step (3183 steps in total) and a tube setting 180 

of 40 kV and 40 mA were applied using a Bruker D8 Advance diffractometer. For TGA/DTG, 181 

the test was performed using a thermal analyser (NETZSCH-STA 409 PG/PC) with the 182 

samples heated from room temperature to 1000 ℃ in a nitrogen environment.  183 

    Scanning electron microscope (SEM) in conjunction with energy dispersive spectroscopy 184 

(EDS) test was conducted on fractured paste and mortar specimens after certain curing ages 185 

using a Quanta FEG 250 high resolution scanning electron microscope device. Samples after 186 

the corresponding curing ages were first immersed in acetone solution to stop the hydration 187 

and then dried in a vacuum oven at 50 ℃ for several days before the test. Finally, they were 188 

mounted on a conductive adhesive and subjected to gold spraying prior to the SEM/EDS 189 

detection. Secondary electron (SE) mode was employed to observe the micromorphology of 190 

the products. The accelerated voltage used was 10.00 kV with a working distance of about 10 191 

mm. 192 

 193 

3. Results and discussion 194 

3.1. Setting time, fluidity and heat flow profile 195 

Table 2 shows the initial and final setting time of the one-part and normal AAS pastes. It is 196 

apparent that the former had a much longer initial and final setting time, 123 and 310 min 197 

respectively, compared to its normal counterpart (58 min and 82 min respectively). The much 198 

longer setting time is possibly due to a delayed dissolution of silica and alumina species, as 199 

well as the following gelation and condensation process because the sodium silicate powders 200 

were mixed with dry GBFS particles first before they were dissolved in water. At the same 201 

time, it is also highly possible that because of a more rapid heat release introduced by the 202 

contact of sodium metasilicate with water, part of GBFS particles were dissolved at a much 203 

higher rate compared to the normal mixing procedure. This partial and regional dissolution of 204 

GBFS led to higher hydration process and formation of a hard reaction shell, surrounding 205 



GBFS particle surfaces. This would to some extent hinder the further hydration process [30]. 206 

According to the study [31], this reaction shell should be associated with the reaction among 207 

CaO (available immediately after the addition of water), soluble Si from the activator and 208 

partial Al released from the GBFS. The slower hardening rate for one-part alkali-activated blast 209 

furnace slag when using solid activator instead of the liquid one was also confirmed by Yang 210 

et al. [32] and Liu et al. [33] in which case the setting time of one-part AAS could be more than 211 

5 hours whereas the one for normal two-part AAS is only about one hour. It is worth noting 212 

that the much greater elapsed time between initial and final setting time for one-part mixing 213 

(from 123 min to 310 min) indicates that the mixture ingredients might also have changed 214 

because of the one-part mixing procedure. 215 

The mini-slump test results and fluidity of the two mixes are shown in Fig. 5 and Table 2, 216 

respectively. It can be seen that the one-part mixed mortar had a similar fluidity (spread-flow 217 

= 239 mm), indicating a comparable workability as that of the normal peer (235 mm). This 218 

result suggests that although the water was added with no sodium silicate dissolved, the whole 219 

one-part mixture still displayed a homogeneous fresh state without any segregation or bleeding. 220 

Besides, the different mixing temperature seems to have a marginal effect on the fluidity [24].  221 

Table 2 222 

Initial and final setting time as well as fluidity of the two mixes of AAS specimens.  223 

 224 

 225 

 226 

 227 

 228 

 229 

 230 

 231 

 232 

Fig. 5. Fluidity of the newly mixed AAS mortars, (a) one-part mixed paste and, (b) normal 233 

paste. 234 

Sample types Setting time of paste (min) Fluidity of mortar (mm) 

Initial setting time Final setting time 

One-part 123 310 239 

Normal 58 82 235 

(b) Normal mixing(a) One-part



    The heat flow curves of the two types AAS pastes are shown in Fig. 6. The initial peaks 235 

marked as ‘1’ result from the wetting and dissolution of GBFS and the significantly higher 236 

peak assigned to the one-part binder should be explained by considering the heat released from 237 

the dissolution of sodium metasilicate in water, rather than the simple dissolution of GBFS in 238 

the high-alkalinity activator solution. Therefore, this peak for the one-part pastes cannot imply 239 

the actual starting point of the real hydration process. After this, a short induction period was 240 

detected followed by an acceleration stage indicated by peak ‘2’, which is attributed to the 241 

formation of main reaction products. The starting time of the acceleration stage is marked using 242 

the dashed line ‘a’ and ‘a'’ as shown in Fig. 6. Not surprisingly, the one-part paste displayed a 243 

shorter induction period with an earlier commencement of the acceleration stage (shown as ‘a’), 244 

due in large part to the partial rapid GBFS dissolution and quicker precipitation of certain 245 

reaction products on the surface of GBFS under the higher mixture temperature condition, 246 

corresponding well with other literature [14, 34]. According to the study [34], the induction 247 

period was even not detected because of the overlapping of the initial and acceleration peaks. 248 

However, the corresponding acceleration of peak ‘2’ is obviously lower than that of the normal 249 

one. This is reasonable because some GBFS particles were covered with the hard reaction shell, 250 

impeding further reaction of GBFS particles, which is consistent with the results of setting time. 251 

This behaviour can be considered as ‘premature’ phenomenon, in which a regional rapid 252 

release of heat led to a seemingly faster dissolution and reaction of GBFS at the very early 253 

stage but then significantly delayed the further dissolution of GBFS particles, resulting in less 254 

heat release and much prolonged setting time. In comparison, normal AAS paste displayed a 255 

delayed acceleration stage, suggested by ‘a'’, but a much higher peak ‘2’. Related discussions 256 

on the difference between the mechanisms of setting time and acceleration period can be found 257 

in [35]. Overall, it can be concluded that the one-part mixing led to a delayed direct dissolution 258 

of GBFS into activator, but the higher mixture temperature caused by the greater amount of 259 

released heat to some extent counteracted this effect. This may further influence the mechanical 260 

strength which is discussed in the next section.  261 
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Fig. 6. Heat flow curves of the two AAS pastes over 96 hours from the addition of water 263 

(one-part) or alkaline solution (normal). 264 

3.2. Mechanical strength and pore-related properties 265 

Fig. 7 shows the compressive strength of the two AAS mortar mixes during 90 days of curing. 266 

It can be seen that the compressive strength increased with time for the two types of specimens. 267 

Within the 7 days of curing, there was little difference between the compressive strength of the 268 

two mortar mixes, suggesting that one-part mixing had no obvious negative impact on the 269 

early-age strength development up to around 7 days. As discussed before, during the early 270 

stages, the similar compressive strength of the two AAS mixes can be explained by considering 271 

that on the one hand, one-part mixing method led to delayed dissolution of GBFS into the 272 

alkaline activator, to some extent hindering the hydration process. One the other hand, however, 273 

the significantly increased temperature due to the contact of sodium metasilicate powders with 274 

water partially improved the solubility and diffusivity of the GBFS in the solid-liquid system 275 

[36], evidenced by the heat evolution rate as discussed earlier (Fig. 6). As a result, the latter 276 

effect counteracted the delayed development of the compressive strength. Based on these 277 

results, only the flexural strength since 28 days was measured because of the very similar 278 

compressive strength within 7 days of curing. 279 

After that, one-part mixed mortars displayed slightly lower compressive strength compared 280 

to that of the normal mortar specimens up to 90 days of curing. For instance, the compressive 281 

strength of the one-part mixed and normal AAS mortars was about 60.4 MPa and 67.9 MPa 282 

respectively after 28 days of curing. At 90-day of curing, the corresponding value was 67.4 and 283 

70.8 MPa. Thus, the reduction in the compressive strength for one-part mixed mortars 284 



compared to normal peers was 11.04% and 4.83% after 28 days and 90 days, respectively. The 285 

reduced compressive strength of one-part specimens might be associated with some intrinsic 286 

defects caused by the rapid formation of hard shells around the unreacted GBFS particles 287 

because of the higher mixing temperature. Similar results were also reported from other 288 

researches [22, 37]. Besides, some carbonates or hydrogen carbonate phases formed in the 289 

highly porous and less ordered microstructure because of the insufficient reaction could also 290 

result in the degraded microstructure and hence worsened mechanical properties.  291 
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Fig. 7. Compressive strength of the one-part and normal AAS mortar specimens over 90 days 293 

of curing. 294 

The flexural strength of the two types of mortar mixes at 28-day, 56-day and 90-day of curing 295 

is presented in Fig. 8. It is apparent that although normal specimens achieved slightly higher 296 

flexural strength values for all the testing ages, the difference between the two mortar mixes 297 

was negligible, especially considering the standard deviations for the one-part specimens. After 298 

56 days of curing, for example, the flexural strength of the one-part specimen was only about 299 

2.8% less than that of the normal one. These results imply that one-part mixing had no 300 

significant impact on the flexural strength of the AAS mortars.  301 
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Fig. 8. Flexural strength of the one-part and normal AAS mortar specimens at 28, 56 and 90 303 

days of curing. 304 

 305 

Fig. 9 shows the water absorption and volume of permeable voids (VPV) of the one-part and 306 

normal AAS mortar specimens after 28 and 56 days of curing. It can be seen that the water 307 

absorption and VPV decreased as the curing time increased from 28 days to 56 days, regardless 308 

of mortar mixes [38]. Besides, after 28 days of curing, the water absorption and VPV was 3.94% 309 

and 7.34% respectively for the one-part mortar specimens, whereas the corresponding values 310 

for the normal mortar was 4.19% and 7.71%. The values for the one-part mortar were similar 311 

to the data obtained in another literature [39]. Surprisingly, the one-part mortars gained lower 312 

water absorption and VPV, indicating a more densified microstructure in comparison to the 313 

normal mortar specimens after 28 days. However, after 56 days, the water absorption and VPV 314 

for the one-part mortars was 3.73% and 6.51% respectively, higher than those of the normal 315 

mortars. A higher porosity suggested by higher water absorption and VPV usually leads to 316 

lower compressive strength at later curing ages [40]. Hence, the 56-day results are in line with 317 

the mechanical strength, whereas the reduced 28-day compressive strength but lower water 318 

absorption and VPV for one-part mortars indicates that some other factors such as the loading 319 

capacity of the binding gels, any defects and/or precipitations may adversely influence the 320 

overall results [41].  321 
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Fig. 9. Water absorption (a) and volume of permeable voids (b) of the two AAS mortar 324 

specimens after 28 days and 56 days of curing. 325 

 326 

    Different pore-size distributions for nanopores obtained from the nitrogen absorption test are 327 

shown in Fig. 10. Pores smaller than 50 nm in diameter can be categorized as gel pores, 328 

indicating the presence of alkali-activated gel products, such as C-A-S-H gels [42]. It seems 329 

that one-part mixed mortars had a lower volume of mesopores (less than 50 nm) compared to 330 

the normal peers, which suggests reduced degree of alkali activation and hence fewer C-A-S-331 

H gels as compared to the normal AAS counterpart [21]. This was also evidenced by the lower 332 

surface area of the one-part specimens, which was only 3.788 m2/g compared to 4.268 m2/g for 333 

the normal peer. Fewer C-A-S-H gels would then result in lower compressive strength as the 334 

C-A-S-H gels are the main strength contributor to the AAS systems, in line with the 335 

compressive strength as shown in Fig. 7. Providing the higher water absorption and VPV (Fig. 336 



9) but lower volume of mesopores in the one-part mortar specimens (Fig. 10), it can be inferred 337 

that this type of specimens had a greater amount of harmful pores (50-200 nm) and/or more-338 

harmful pores (>200 nm) [43]. As a result, one-part specimens might have a poorer durability 339 

performance in comparison to the normal AAS specimens, which needs further investigations.  340 
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Fig. 10. Pore volume distribution of the one-part AAS and normal mortars after 56 days of 342 

curing.  343 

 344 

3.3. Mineralogical and microstructural analysis 345 

3.3.1. TGA/DTG 346 

The relative gel content in the one-part and normal AAS pastes can be reflected by TGA and 347 

DTG curves, as shown in Fig. 11(a) and (b). For AAS binders, there are three stages of mass 348 

changes in TGA curves: i) the first stage up to 300 ℃ is assigned to the mass loss of free and 349 

bound water from C-A-S-H gels [44]; ii) the second stage from 300-710 ℃ is mainly attributed 350 

to chemically-bonded water loss and dehydroxylation of hydrotalcite-like phases [6, 45], loss 351 

of CO2 from vaterite [46] or decomposition of calcite between 670 and 710 ℃ [47]; iii) the 352 

third stage above 710 ℃ is influenced by the decomposition of other calcite [46] and transitions 353 

of C-S-H and/or C-(A)-S-H to some crystalline phases [48]. The mass loss during the first stage 354 

can be used to quantify the degree of hydration since it is closely associated with the C-(A)-S-355 

H gels. Specifically, the corresponding total mass loss within ‘Stage 1’ was 7.4% and 10.0% 356 

for the one-part and normal AAS pastes respectively. Thus, it shows that the former had fewer 357 

C-A-S-H gels than that of the normal mortar, corresponding well with the nitrogen adsorption 358 



test results. Moreover, the total mass loss was 12.8% and 15.9% respectively, suggesting that 359 

the geopolymerisation process of one-part paste was not as complete as the normal counterpart.  360 

For DTG, the decreased intensity of the endothermic peak assigned to the dehydration of C-361 

(A)-S-H in the one-part AAS paste compared to the normal paste also suggests that the amount 362 

of C-(A)-S-H gel in the former was less. Moreover, the lower temperature marked as ‘1’ at 363 

around 90 ℃ than that of the normal paste (denoted as ‘1'’ at around 100 ℃) indicates a more 364 

densified structure of C-(A)-S-H in the normal AAS paste. Therefore, it seems that one-part 365 

mixing not only led to reduced amount of the main hydration products due in large part to the 366 

limited dissolution of GBFS, but may also negatively influence the polycondensation process 367 

and the resultant microstructures of the C-(A)-S-H gels. This is reasonable because for the one-368 

part mixed specimens, the amount of available Al is less owing to the delayed dissolution of 369 

GBFS (the sole source of Al) into the alkaline activator. Hence, the structure of the binder was 370 

relatively weaker compared to the normal paste with higher amount of available alumina [49]. 371 

Besides, the weak shoulder at 220-230 ℃ and the small mass loss between 350 and 400 ℃, 372 

highlighted as ‘2’ in the XRD pattern of the normal AAS paste, can be assigned to the presence 373 

of hydrotalcite-like phases [50, 51]. Thus, it is concluded that the one-part sample contained 374 

no hydrotalcite-like phases. This result corresponds well with other results implying that high-375 

temperature or subzero temperature (-5, -10 and even -20 ℃) would all lead to the absence of 376 

hydrotalcite phase because when the temperature is too high or too low, the depolymerisation 377 

and polycondensation process would be adversely affected [14, 18, 21, 30]. In this study, the 378 

temperature of the one-part mixing is too high (Fig. 3), as mentioned earlier to explain the 379 

prolonged setting time, thus delaying the subsequent reaction process. In comparison, room 380 

temperature (23 ℃) or 0 ℃ could result in the formation of hydrotalcite [14, 20].  381 
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Fig. 11. (a) Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA); (b) differential thermogravimetry analysis 384 

(DTG) of the one-part and normal AAS paste samples after 56 days of curing. 385 

 386 

3.3.2. XRD results 387 

According to the XRD patterns in Fig. 12, the similar broad peaks at around 29° 2θ for the 388 

two AAS mixes can be assigned to the main hydration product, namely C-(A)-S-H gels, which 389 

is in agreement with other studies [14, 46, 52]. Besides, the relative intensity of this peak for 390 

the one-part specimen is lower compared to that for the normal specimen, implying that one-391 

part mixing led to the less formation hydration products, consistent with the TG/DTG results 392 

and the lower compressive strength after 56 days of curing (shown in Fig. 7). In addition, 393 

normal specimens also displayed some typical peaks that belong to hydrotalcite 394 



(Mg6Al2CO3(OH)16·4H2O), indicating that there was some hydrotalcite formed in the normal 395 

specimens after 56 days. The formation of hydrotalcite often occurs when the content of MgO 396 

is more than 5 wt.% (as shown in Table 1) [20], corresponding well with the DTG curve as 397 

shown in Fig. 11(b). In addition, there are some traces of calcite evidenced by the two small 398 

diffraction peaks, which could be due to the carbonation of C-(A)-S-H gels [53].  399 
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Fig. 12. X-ray diffraction patterns of the one-part and normal mixing AAS paste powders 401 

after 56 days of curing. 402 

3.3.3. SEM/EDS 403 

The morphology observations of the two types of AAS pastes and mortars are shown in Fig. 404 

13 and Fig. 14, respectively. Based on Fig. 13, it can be seen that there are some crystals on 405 

the surface of the one-part AAS paste specimens which might be due to efflorescence. 406 

According to the EDS analysis, the crystals should be hydrated sodium carbonate 407 

(Na2CO3·nH2O) as the crystal is rich in Na, O and C [54], presented also in Fig. 13. In 408 

comparison, there is no efflorescence phenomenon for the normal AAS pastes. Considering 409 

that the efflorescence is highly dependent on the pores which act as a leaching channel [54, 55], 410 

this difference might be due to the fact that one-part specimens had more interconnected open 411 

pores since there was not enough C-A-S-H gels formed in the binding matrix. Moreover, the 412 

partial consumption of alkalis due to the local fast chemical reaction would lead to more 413 

available Na+ ions in the pore solution. As a result, more free alkalis could travel through the 414 

porous systems to the surface of the samples. In contrast, normal AAS binders were more 415 

densified because of the physical compaction by different hydration products, as evidenced by 416 

the TG/DTG and XRD results. This result implies that one-part specimens are more prone to 417 



efflorescence compared to its normal counterpart. Nonetheless, it should be noted that the 418 

amount of sodium carbonate is limited, since little signal of it was detected by DTG and XRD. 419 

Therefore, Fig. 13 does not lead to a firm conclusion that one-part AAS is subject to severe 420 

risk of efflorescence, rather it gives an indication that the efflorescence of one-part AAS might 421 

deserve further attention. 422 

 423 

Fig. 13. SEM images (5000 × magnification) and EDS analysis of (a) one-part and (b) normal 424 

AAS paste specimens after 56 days of curing. 425 

    For mortar specimens, it can be seen that both two types of AAS mortars are compact 426 

including both paste and interfacial transition zone between the paste and sand particles, except 427 

some sharp crystals observed on the surface of the one-part mixed binding matrix. Therefore, 428 

the slightly lower mechanical strength might be associated with the presence of these small 429 

crystalline phases and/or some intrinsic defects as well as fewer C-(A)-S-H gels caused by the 430 

incomplete dissolution and reaction of GBFS particles in some regions of the binder because 431 

of the one-part mixing. Since paste samples were used in XRD and TGA tests, these crystals 432 

in ITZ region were not indicated in those tests. Polished samples with immersion of epoxy 433 

should be used to further investigate the properties of ITZ of AAS. 434 
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 435 

Fig. 14. SEM images (1500 × magnification) of (a) one-part and (b) normal AAS mortar 436 

specimens after 56 days of curing. 437 

4. Conclusions 438 

    This study investigated both fresh and hardened properties of one-part and normal AAS 439 

binders activated by sodium metasilicate. According to the experimental results, several 440 

conclusions can be summarised as follows: 441 

 Both the initial and final setting time was significantly prolonged for the one-part AAS 442 

binders compared to the normal counterpart due probably to the hard reaction shell 443 

formed under the condition of regional high rate of dissolution of GBFS owing to the 444 

rapid release of heat.  445 

 One-part AAS mortars displayed slightly lower later-stage compressive strength than 446 

that of the normal counterparts but achieved similar values of compressive strength 447 

within about 7 days of curing. This can also be explained by considering the higher rate 448 

of dissolution of GBFS in some regions as evidenced by the early starting point of the 449 

acceleration stage in the heat evolution curves but overall a delayed and incomplete 450 

reaction of GBFS. 451 

 One-part specimens had higher porosity evidenced by larger water absorption and VPV, 452 

but lower volume of mesopores, indicating that there should be more harmful pores 453 

which might affect the durability of these binders. 454 

 The absence of hydrotalcite formed and fewer C-(A)-S-H gels for the one-part AAS 455 

binders correspond well with the delayed and incomplete hydration of GBFS suggested 456 

by other tests, which is closely associated with higher mixing temperature. Besides, 457 

one-part AAS binders seem to be more prone to efflorescence, evidenced by the crystals 458 

in the morphological and elemental analysis.  459 
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    In general, it is feasible to use AAS binders given the similar fluidity and compressive 460 

strength as well as flexural strength. However, the much delayed hardening process, low degree 461 

of alkali activation of slags and high risks of efflorescence need extra focus.   462 
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